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COVID-19: A Year of Reflection

On March 11, 2020, our lives changed forever when the World Health Organization declared that COVID-19 represented a new global pandemic. One year later, we reflect on where we started and where we are now.
Advocacy for Lung Cancer is Personal

What an impact our community can make! Two weeks ago, Voices Summit attendees created buzz on Capitol Hill and on social media about lung cancer disparities and research needs. Through 160 virtual meetings with House Representatives and Senators, we made our voices heard.
Get the latest scientific updates straight to your inbox!

The Magnifying LeNS highlights the lung cancer treatment landscape as seen by GO2 Foundation's Science and Research team.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
What is Small Cell Lung Cancer?

Patients diagnosed with Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) have new hope because of recent advances in early detection and treatment. To amplify this positive message, we are working with industry partners to empower patients diagnosed with SCLC with the information they need to obtain the most appropriate care available.
Five Communities Spring into Action for GO2 Foundation

Thank you to everyone who joined us for our first-ever Step into Spring Virtual Step Challenge! You blew our goal out of the water, logging over 10 Million Steps for lung cancer and raising over $91,000 for our programs dedicated to doubling lung cancer survival.

READ MORE
About Us

Founded by patients and survivors, GO2 Foundation for Lung Cancer transforms survivorship as the world’s leading organization dedicated to saving, extending, and improving the lives of those vulnerable, at risk, and diagnosed with lung cancer.

DONATE TODAY!
Contact Us

Email: info@go2foundation.org  |  HelpLine: 1-800-298-2436 (9-5 EDT)

Washington, DC  
Phone: 202-463-2080

San Francisco Bay Area  
Phone: 650-598-2857